
Moving Toward Social Justice

Call For Entries

The Robert Floyd Photo Gallery of Southampton announces “Moving Toward Social Justice,” an 
invitational photo exhibit hosted by the Monson Arts Council at their Monson House of Art, Monson, MA., 
May 18-28, 2018.

The Gallery invites photographers who have captured images that illustrate the social justice issues of our 
time to submit these digital images for consideration. These are the categories:
- Voter rights/registration
- Climate change
- Healthcare
- Immigration
- Gun safety/violence
- Economic fairness (homelessness, equal pay, poverty)
- Expanding equality (human rights)

The Gallery invites you to submit digital images for review, along with an artist’s statement of no more 
than 6 sentences and a presentation fee of $25 per digital image.

- Submission deadline: March 24, 2018 
- IFinal artwork can be B&W or color, printed on paper, canvas, or aluminum.
- Digital entries must have a resolution around 1 megapixel. Images that do not meet this standard may

not be judged at the judge’s sole discretion.
- Rename your digital files with your last name/first initial and image name. e.g SmithN_TheFlood



- Email all digital jpegs to floyd@floydgallery.com by March 24, 2018.
- Once images are selected, photographers will be invited to convert their digital images to

framed artwork in time for the May exhibit.
- Exhibited images may be sold.

The photographs chosen for presentation should convey each photographer’s interpretation of what’s in 
front of the lens, as well as what’s in the heart of the photographer the moment the shutter is released. 
Photographers who participate are to submit images that create a narrative and tell the photographer’s 
story. (The Robert Floyd Photo Gallery reserves the right to not accept an image for exhibit.)

Submitted artwork will not be judged; however, exhibit visitors will be able to vote for “Viewers’ Choice.”

Photographer’s Rights: You retain all rights to any image you submit other than those rights licensed in 
the next sentence. 

By entering The Robert Floyd Photo Gallery’s “Moving Toward Social Justice” invitational photo exhibit, 
you hereby grant to The Robert Floyd Photo Gallery rights for promotional purposes (with photo credit) 
both online and in print. 

Please mail your contest fees by check made out to: Robert Floyd Photography, P.O. Box 662, 
Southampton, MA 01073-0662 OR request a PayPal invoice. Thank you!

Visit our website Call For Enries page: https://floydgallery.com/events/call-for-entries or call 413-529-2635

Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RobertFloydGallery/
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